
Dear Members, 
                  As the year draws to a close, I thought it appropriate that I 
make contact with you all. 
                 Firstly I would like to thank you for the  support  you have  
shown  to the club and therefore to me and my committee during the 
year. It has been very pleasing to see a substantial increase in the  
playing numbers on both Mondays and Fridays each  week. We play 
in a happy relaxed atmosphere,  but at the same time we encourage 
those  playing to practice good bridge ethics .We are encouraging all  
players  to pay greater attention to having system cards on the table 
at all sessions. We are also trying to curb the enthusiasm  for  post 
mortems  at the end of each hand which not only increases the noise 
level in the room, but also gives unauthorised information to surrounding 
tables yet to play the board. The Tournament committee have requested 
a trial period of including the scores on the bridgemates. If this causes 
more discussion and therefore increased playing time per hand as well 
as increased noise, it will be discontinued. 
                As the New Year approaches, we look forward to our AGM 
In February.I hope you will pay considerable attention to playing an 
active roll in the forward administration of your club .Nomination forms 
for committee are in the club house at this moment and will also be 
forwarded to you together with the AGM notice in January. 
                It has been suggested at both Tournament and Management 
committee level that we try replacing the days we miss due to the Show, 
Ag show and Mining Expo with either a Tuesday or Thursday comp. 
This will come up as a motion at the AGM on which you will have a right 
to vote. It will also be dependent on the availability of Directors and 
Computer Technicians.  
              I would also like to think that more members would show 
willingness to add their names to roster systems to help with the dealing 
of duplicate boards and also to help the providor supply the afternoon  
teas that seem to be our “ trademark “. 
               Please remember that if you want to move any motions at the 
AGM the notice of motion needs to be handed in writing to the secretary 
two weeks before the meeting. 
                I ,personally, would like to thank all those who have helped me  
in any way this year, and also to thank you all for so generously giving to 
the charities we have supported during the year 
                 I wish you all a very Happy and Holy Christmas and hope that 
2013 is a healthy prosperous year for you all 
        
                                Best Wishes 
                                        Barbara Wippell 



 
    
 
                 


